MARTIAL LAW FOR HAWAII IS UNNECESSARY
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GOVERNOS BURIED—Coronation of Georgia U. from South­ern, who was buried in a church grave, was attended by thousands who stood in the pouring rain to pay their respects. The burial was a fitting tribute to her many years of service to the school.

EXPLOSION—Third of nation's facilities for making magnesium powder, vitally needed for anti-aircraft bombs and other military equipment, was destroyed by Nazi saboteurs.

BRANFORD—Mayor announced that the town would hold an anti-fascist rally next Sunday. The mayor said that the rally was needed to counter the growing influence of the Nazi movement in the area.

BOSTON—Mayor said that the city would hold an anti-fascist rally next Sunday. The mayor said that the rally was needed to counter the growing influence of the Nazi movement in the area.

YOU T H - CHAIRMAN—Douglas Fairbanks, of Hollywood, graced in New York by Betty Gordon, was presented to the United Youth for Defense rally. Betty wore a specially designed official uniform of the organization. It's real handsome jumper and workers were very happy.

**TODAY ONLY**

**BOILING WATER—When hotting water properties meet nightfall, having a good time is a sign of approaching rain.**

**WINDS—When hiking on a hot day or camping in steep downhill areas, you may be expecting a rainstorm.**

**HILO THEATER**

A boy does the country who finds life in the city unbearable. When at the theater, he considers himself an actor in the Rocky Mountains. Below, showing today at the Hilo Grandstand:

**PALACE THEATRE**

"The Thing Called Love," a story of marriage and normal life, directed by George Arliss. "Doctor Takes a Wife," is showing at 1:30 and 7:30. (named)

**HOSTING**

**HILO**

"They Dare Not Love," stirring story of marriage that involves George Brent and Martha Scott, is now showing. The movie is a classic that will be cherished in Hollywood roles as well as other areas. (named)

**PALACE THEATRE**

"Riding the Range" director, John King and Bibo Etheliam.

**AT THE ROYAL**

"The Last of the Mohicans," a story of marriage that involves George Brent and Martha Scott, is now showing. The movie is a classic that will be cherished in Hollywood roles as well as other areas. (named)

**CURRENTAY**

"Riding the Range" director, John King and Bibo Etheliam.
Hilo Center Club Crowned BLAU Badminton Champs

Helco Cops Second Round Commercial Opener

EASY WIN OVER KMC IN ONE TIE

Hilo Center Badminton Champs

 injecting the Hilo Mainichi into the newsroom. The paper is propiedad of Mrs. Osa Fukuoki, 28, who has been at the helm since 1934. The paper has a circulation of 2,000 and is published daily. The staff consists of seven people, including the editor, two reporters, and four classified ad salesmen. The paper covers local news, sports, and events in the islands of the Hawaiian archipelago. The paper is known for its coverage of the island's unique culture, including its Polynesian heritage and its rich history. The paper is a valuable source of information for those interested in the islands and their way of life. The paper is also available online, and readers can access the latest news and features from the comfort of their homes.